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HOCKEY

Nomads
In No Hurry
To Change
From First Sports Page
and N.W.H.L.
In 2015, entering her senior year
at Minnesota, Brandt was taken
second over all in the inaugural
draft of the N.W.H.L., the first professional women’s hockey league
to offer salaries. The longer
Brandt examined her options,
though, the more the Whitecaps
became a better choice than the
four-team,
Northeast-based
N.W.H.L., she said.
Brandt works near St. Paul for a
company that provides care for
people with disabilities. With
weekend games and fewer practice obligations, the Whitecaps offered a more flexible schedule for
national team training. As a Minnesota alum, she also had access
to the Gophers’ home rink, Ridder
Arena.
When the N.W.H.L. cut player
salaries in November amid financial difficulties, the decision by
Brandt and some of her Whitecaps teammates looked like a safe
one.
“A lot of what’s gone on has been
very unprofessional,” said Lamoureux-Davidson, who with her
sister has been a keen observer of
the United States women’s national soccer team’s fight for pay
equality. “Hopefully someone gets
the situation straightened out, but
what’s going on right now I think
is unacceptable. You’re going to
put a professional league together,
you want to be treated as such. I
think if that were happening in
any other men’s professional
league, players wouldn’t be playing.”
Both the Lamoureuxs are married and work in Grand Forks,
N.D., their hometown. They have
established a suitable balance between their personal and professional
lives.
LamoureuxMorando, who has almost a decade of experience with USA
Hockey, played one year in the
C.W.H.L. with the Boston Blades
while her husband worked in Boston, but moved back home before
last season.
“The Whitecaps definitely have
stayed neutral and are pretty
much watching to see what happens,” Lamoureux-Morando said.
“But if you look at the N.W.H.L., I

mean any logical person would
say that’s probably not the smart
move to join in that league right
now considering their financial
situation.”
While financial support from
the N.H.L. would be important for
women’s professional hockey, Lamoureux-Davidson
said
the
N.H.L., like the Whitecaps,
seemed to be in a wait-and-see
mode, because “it doesn’t make
sense on their end to support one
league over the other.”
The Whitecaps started with a
fairly modest mission. Jack Brodt
and Dwayne Schmidgall founded
the team so their daughters,
Winny Brodt Brown and Jenny
Schmidgall Potter, would have a
place to play after college. Brown
and Potter, both 38, still play for
the Whitecaps.
In 2014, after a stellar career
coaching women’s hockey at Minnesota, Laura Halldorson was
asked by Brodt and Brown to help
gain entry into the C.W.H.L.
Halldorson said the Whitecaps,
a nonprofit, received funding for
travel from a small base of contributors and family foundations.
For the expansion bid, the team
raised about half of the money
needed to support a new franchise, estimated at $500,000. The
C.W.H.L., now in its 10th season,
does not offer salaries but has relationships with individual N.H.L.
teams and a growing list of sponsors.
When the C.W.H.L. ultimately
decided not to expand beyond its
five teams, the Whitecaps took advantage of the abundance of toplevel Midwest college programs
to create a schedule. Following
the C.W.H.L. model, Halldorson
also strengthened a relationship
with the Minnesota Wild.
The Wild’s chief operating officer, Matt Majka, said it was the
N.H.L.’s responsibility to use its
promotional power “to support
and grow the game at all levels.”
“I do think it makes a difference
when the N.H.L. ordains something; the rest of the hockey world
is going to listen,” Majka said, adding, “I think it’s coming to a critical mass with women’s hockey
very quickly now.”
The Wild have not offered direct
financial support to the Whitecaps, but Majka said the organiza-
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Carrie Holldorf, above, of the
Whitecaps was greeted after a
game by players she coaches.
Monique LamoureuxMorando is among a handful
of recent United States national team members.

tion was looking for ways to further its contributions. In December, the Wild held a Girls Hockey
Weekend, where fund-raising efforts benefited the Whitecaps.
The Wild also have had discussions about hosting a doubleheader with the Whitecaps at its
arena in St. Paul, the Xcel Energy
Center.
“I think long term, the N.H.L. is
the key to a sustained women’s
league, similar to the W.N.B.A.,”
said Halldorson, who is now the
Whitecaps’ coach. “In the meantime, we think it’s important to
align ourselves with the Wild.”
Halldorson has not had conversations with either women’s
league recently regarding expansion, but said the Whitecaps maintained good relationships with
both. Commissioner Dani Rylan of
the N.W.H.L. said her league
would review expansion options

A roster of players
with full-time jobs
outside the rink.
over the next year. With its strong
participation numbers and fan
support, the Minnesota market is
an obvious candidate.
“When the time comes when we
are able to expand beyond the
Northeast — and a corporate partner that can help us with travel
would be crucial — we’d have to
look at Minnesota,” Rylan said.
The Whitecaps have deep roots
in the area because of their youth
programs, started by Brown and
Chris Peterson in 2007.
The Minnesota senior Lee
Stecklein was drafted second over
all by the Buffalo Beauts in the

2016 N.W.H.L. Draft, but has not
decided where she will play next
season. Like Brandt, Stecklein
grew up playing for the Jr. Whitecaps, and said she saw a certain
appeal training among the Whitecaps who fostered her game.
Brown said the Jr. Whitecaps
have had more than 100 alumni
make N.C.A.A. rosters. Skating on
the same line with Brandt, whom
Brown remembers as a toddler,
reinforces to her the importance
of patience in deciding the Whitecaps’ future.
While the luster of a professional league continually lingers,
the Whitecaps stay closely
aligned with and protective of
their original mission, to provide a
top-quality outlet for women’s
hockey players. A majority of the
roster is not constituted of national team players — they are
mothers, coaches and other wom-

en with nonhockey full-time jobs.
One such player, Amy Stech,
who joined the Whitecaps in 2010,
is nervous and excited about the
prospect of expansion, which
might not leave roster spots for
players like her.
“There’d be tough cuts,” Stech
said. “But if that’s what needs to
happen to grow the sport, a lot of
us could see the big picture and allow that to happen.”
Coyne has no regrets about forgoing other professional hockey
options.
After she graduated from
Northeastern, with a second
Olympic appearance in her sights,
joining the Whitecaps was an easy
decision, she said, helped by a
close relationship with Halldorson. Much of her life was based in
the Midwest.
A native of the Chicago area,
Coyne works for the Chicago
Blackhawks in fan and community development, including expansion of the team’s initiatives in
girls’ hockey. She reasoned that
commuting to the East Coast
would not have been beneficial on
several fronts.
“I see my teammates out East,
the stress that they’re under with
the contract-based salaries and
the pay cuts that are going on internally,” Coyne said. “I’ve been
provided a stress-free environment with great people, great
teammates and great competition. For now, I do think it’s good
that we’re independent here, but I
foreshadow that they will be in a
league one day, and it will grow
and this team will be the backbone
of that.”

SKIING

Despite Danger, Austrian Downhill Course Is a Magnet
By BRIAN PINELLI

KITZBÜHEL,
Austria
—
Revered as the most dangerous
and thrilling downhill course in
the world, the Streif — home to the
famed Hahnenkamm downhill —
has been the scene of countless
nasty crashes throughout the
years. Last year’s race was worse
than most.
One skier caught an edge and
pinwheeled into a fence. Another
dropped a ski and flew through a
pair of protective barriers. Two
others had to be airlifted off the
mountain.
Few racers — or spectators —
were surprised. But after horrific
crashes by Aksel Lund Svindal of
Norway and the Austrians
Hannes Reichelt and Max Franz
tainted last year’s Hahnenkamm,
the event was ended prematurely
after 30 racers. All three skiers
found trouble in the same spot,
upon landing after the Hausbergkante jump. Poor light was
found to have been a contributing
factor in the accidents, but the
jump was not the only trouble
spot.
Famed course sections such as
the Mausefalle, an 85-degree
jump gradient where racers can
launch themselves more than 260
feet through the air, and the Steilhang, a bone-rattling, icy turn
combination, present racers with
the ultimate test. Speeds on the
treacherous two-mile Streif can
reach nearly 90 miles an hour as
racers test both their physical and
mental limits.
“You must have respect,” said
Franz, whose crash resulted in a
season-ending knee injury. “Last
year, I had two seconds without
respect, and I landed in the net.”
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Switzerland’s Niels Hintermann during Friday’s super-G competition on the challenging Streif course in Kitzbühel, Austria.
Despite that dangerous recent
past, the world’s best racers are
still drawn to Kitzbühel, where
they have returned this week for
Saturday’s 77th edition of the Hahnenkamm. But the string of incidents has forced race directors to
modify the course in an effort to at
least limit the danger.
The International Ski Federation’s assistant race director,
Hannes Trinkl, a former racer,
said course improvements made
ahead of this week’s race — more
turns to limit speed before the
Hausberg jump and lights installed for the first time — were
made with the safety of the racers
paramount.
Still, the icy, water-injected
course is as daunting as ever.
“They prepped Hausberg really
well, but it’s just ice and really
gnarly,” said the American skier
Steven Nyman, who was fastest in

Wednesday’s training run but followed with a minor crash on
Thursday. “It’s not a feel-good
course. It’s only enjoyable when
you’ve crossed the finish line and
survived.”
Despite the painstaking efforts
to tame parts of the course, there
were still several crashes during
the two downhill training runs this
week. Among those who have
tumbled are Nyman’s United
States
teammates
Andrew
Weibrecht and Travis Ganong,
who also made mistakes and
crashed to the hard-packed snow
on the exit of the Steilhang turn
combination.
“In the training run, I decided to
push as hard as I can to see what
happens, and I pushed straight
into the first gate and exploded,”
Ganong said. “It was good to remind myself that I just need to relax. After yesterday, I was pretty
beat up.”

Others have not fared as well.
The German skier Klaus Brandner was airlifted off the mountain
after a crash that resulted in a ruptured knee ligament. Otmar
Striedinger of Austria broke his
nose and sustained facial lacerations. And the Slovenian veteran
Andrej Sporn was another racer
who ended his run tangled in the
protective safety netting lining
the course.
“If you pretend that there are no
nerves at the start in Kitzbühel,
then you’re just kidding yourself,”
Norway’s Kjetil Jansrud said.
“The first step is admitting that
there are a lot of nerves, and fear,
to some extent.
“From the inspection all the
way up to the start, I’m working to
limit how much those feelings affect you.”
Said Ganong: “It’s a crazy mental game here. You have to wrap
your head around it, figure it out
on the hill and try to go fast. A lot
of athletes have sports psychologists, but they have no idea what
we’re going through and how
tough this actually is.”
The Austrian skier Matthias
Mayer, who claimed an Olympic
gold medal in the downhill at the
2014 Sochi Games, won Friday’s
super-G, finishing 0.09 of a second
faster than Christof Innerhofer of
Italy.
Mayer, 26, also has established
himself as one of the favorites for
Saturday’s downhill. His teammate Reichelt is the only Austrian
to have won the Kitzbühel race
during the past 10 years, in 2014.
“For me, it has been the toughest preparation that I’ve ever had
in Kitzbühel,” Mayer said. “It’s icy
and bumpy, but I love it here.”

